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Erin and Rob

Who would have thought in 2001 when we met that we would be where we are today. It is only through a

Noun that anyone survives highschool, but we were especially Adjective and intolerable (

especially to one another). Upon a chance reunion in 2007, a unlikely friendship Verb - Past Tense and in

2009 we began Verb - Present ends in ING . We all know the story from there, but it is always Adjective

to look back on how lucky we really were to have found one another, and the story of us as a couple.

Rob and I met in Year , my freshman year of high school. It was his senior. No, it was not love at first

sight. He thought I was Adjective (what freshman isn't?), I thought he was Adjective . After he

graduated, we saw each other infrequently at best; and eventually, I graduated too, and forgot he existed. I'm

sure he didn't remember me either, to give him Noun . Then, a chance run two years after

Event led to a brief stint of couch surfing (actually, it was more like a month Verb - Present ends in 

ING on my pull out sofa), and eventually, a close friendship. About a month before we started

Verb - Present Tense , that friendship got a bit more Adverb . While our friends had been guessing the

two of us would wind up together for years, we were, in all Noun , happy being only Noun - 

Plural until then. And, the realization that it should be more was therefore more of a shock to us than many

others, we are sure. While we spent time together, talked, and attempted to "grow up" and simply express our

feelings like Noun - Plural , it wasn't until I confronted him on his frequent attempts to destroy my

relationship with previous Noun - Plural , and then, Noun - Plural to prevent me from dating that we

began



dating (I should note, that I was not the only one questioning that day.... I only approached the topic after hours

of "interview"). That conversion was interesting, dare I say. It was a bit of a flashback to high school; I

Verb - Past Tense him for an answer, and he eventually got fed up and told me the truth (after calling me

names). I think even if you haven't heard the full story, you can imagine the conversation, knowing the two of

Pronoun . We all know the rest of the story! Our Noun has been one that is comedic, and in

many ways, one that easily could have Verb - Past Participle a Adjective comedy. And yet, it really is

so fitting for who we were, and are today.
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